
Name/Purpose/Assumptions
Hydrostatic Force Equations (Panel Force Equations)   

Purpose
calculate the force on a flat plate due to a hydrostatic pressure distribution
locate the line of action of this force (i.e. locate the center of pressure)

Assumptions
flat plate or panel
plate is symmetric so there is not a need to locate the horizontal displacement of the center of pressure 
fluid is in hydrostatic equilibrium
pressure at top surface of fluid is atmospheric

Equation/Terms

F = pA F =  resultant force caused by the pressure distribution (N)
p =  pressure at the depth of the centroid (Pa)

A =  area of the surface on the plate m2( )

ycp − y =
I
yA

ycp − y( ) =  distance from the centoid to the center of pressure (m)

I =  area moment of intertia of panel about centroidal axis (m4 )

y =  slant height m2( )

Meaning

Hydrostatic force F
acts at center of pressure

F

sketches-panel-force-eqns

F

This pressure distribution

is statically equivalent to

This force acting through the CP
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Application Notes
Centroid. The centroid of area is the “balance point” or “center of gravity” for a thin disk of uniform den-
sity material. See sketch.1 Note that the the centroid of a triangular area is at the intersection of the me-
ridians as shown in the sketch.

Formulas for centroid are given in Table A.1.
Rectangular plate formula is I = bh3 12 .

 
Uniform Pressure. (e.g. gas or a horizontal plate in a liquid).

CP is located at the centroid
F = pA , where p is the pressure at the centroid

Rectangular panel at surface. For this common special case, the CP is located at 2/3 of the submerged height H as shown below. 
The reason is that the pressure distribution has a triangular shape. 

Derivation
The force equation is derived by integrating the stress distribution over area:

F = p(x, y, z)dA =
area
∫ pA

The CP equation is derived by
torque caused by
equivalent force
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pressure distribution
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Fycp = ydF∫ = ypdA∫
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1 Image downloaded on 8/20/10 from http://www.mathopenref.com/trianglecentroid.html. 
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